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ABSTRACT
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) concurrently execute thousands
of threads, which makes them effective for achieving high throughput for a wide range of applications. However, the memory wall
often limits peak throughput. GPUs use caches to address this limitation, and hence several prior works have focused on improving
cache hit rates, which in turn can improve throughput for memoryintensive applications. However, almost all of the prior works assume a conventional cache hierarchy where each GPU core has a
private local L1 cache and all cores share the L2 cache. Our analysis shows that this canonical organization does not allow optimal
utilization of caches because the private nature of L1 caches allows
multiple copies of the same cache line to get replicated across cores.
We introduce a new shared L1 cache organization, where all
cores collectively cache a single copy of the data at only one location (core), leading to zero data replication. We achieve this by
allowing each core to cache only a non-overlapping slice of the
entire address range. Such a design is useful for significantly improving the collective L1 hit rates but incurs latency overheads from
additional communications when a core requests data not allowed
to be present in its own cache. While many workloads can tolerate this additional latency, several workloads show performance
sensitivities. Therefore, we develop lightweight communication
optimization techniques and a run-time mechanism that considers the latency-tolerance characteristics of applications to decide
which applications should execute in private versus shared L1 cache
organization and reconfigures the caches accordingly. In effect, we
achieve significant performance and energy efficiency improvements, at a modest hardware cost, for applications that prefer the
shared organization, with little to no impact on other applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have emerged as very effective
general-purpose accelerators for a wide range of applications. They
have been successful because they provide very high throughput at
a competitive power budget. High-bandwidth memories provide the
foundation for supporting the fine-grain multithreading that GPUs
rely upon for achieving high throughput. However, the well-known
memory wall [68] is often the performance-limiting factor for GPUs.
Traditionally, a popular approach to address the memory wall problem has been to employ on-chip memories such as caches. In CPUs,
caches have been very effective in cutting down memory latencies.
In GPUs, however, latency is not often the first-order challenge for
many applications because of the high level of multithreading. Still,
GPUs are equipped with both software-managed (scratchpad) and
hardware-managed on-chip memories (caches) to reduce traffic to
the lower levels of the memory hierarchy. An increase in on-chip
memory hit rate can lead to a proportional decrease in memory
traffic, translating into performance improvements for memoryintensive programs [45, 67]. Therefore, researchers in the past have
invested significant efforts in improving cache performance via
hardware and software methods [24, 26, 27, 29, 32, 54, 73].
GPUs typically employ a two-level cache hierarchy, where each
core is associated with a private local L1 cache, and all cores in the
GPU share a banked L2 cache. An interconnect connects all cores to
the L2 caches and memory partitions. The L1 caches are responsible
for reducing traffic to the interconnect and L2 cache, while the L2
cache helps to reduce memory traffic. This paper challenges such a
conventional cache organization and reveals inefficiencies in the
existing cache hierarchy in the context of GPUs. In particular, we
focus on addressing the inefficiencies associated with GPUs’ private
local L1 caches. Specifically, because of the private nature of the
L1 caches, the same cache lines can be requested by different cores,
leading to high inter-core locality [15, 23, 33, 40, 41]. This data
(cache line) replication reduces the effective aggregate capacity of
the L1 caches across all cores, leading to their lower bandwidth
utilization as we will show in Section 2.
To address these challenges, we propose and evaluate shared
local L1 caches in GPUs. The key idea is to ensure only one copy of
data exists across L1 caches, thereby eliminating data replication
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MOTIVATION AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we first quantify the data replication problem associated with private L1s in GPUs (as described in Section 1) and
then make a case for shared L1s to address this inefficiency.

2.1

Analysis of Wasted L1 Cache Space

Figure 1 shows the cache line replication ratio under the baseline
private L1 organization for the evaluated applications (methodology
detailed in Section 5.1). The cache line replication ratio is defined
as the ratio of L1 misses that can be found in other L1 caches to
total L1 misses. We observe that the replication ratio varies across
the applications. Specifically, some applications have no replication
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and making better use of the finite cache capacity. We propose to
realize the shared L1 caches by making minimal changes to the
existing L1 cache controller and address mapping policies, with no
changes to the L1 caches. Normally, each core can cache any data
from the entire address range. Instead, our shared L1 cache design
restricts each core to cache only a unique slice of the address range.
Consequently, each core caches data from non-overlapping address
ranges, which eliminates data replication across local caches.
Although such a design is attractive for GPUs, it requires intercore communication if one core requests data that is not mapped
to its allocated address range. In such situations, additional latency
will be incurred to fetch the data from the L1 cache of a remote
core. Fortunately, thanks to the latency-tolerance of many GPGPU
applications, an increase in latency often has a negligible impact
on performance. However, not all applications a) can tolerate long
memory latencies, b) exhibit data replication, or c) are sensitive to
cache capacity (i.e., their working sets fit in L1 cache or they stream
with little-to-no locality). Consequently, shared local caches can
have negative or no effect on such applications’ performance. To
address these concerns, we develop lightweight mechanisms to a)
reduce the inter-core communication overhead and b) identify applications that prefer the private L1 organization and hence execute
them accordingly.
Contributions: This paper contributes the following:
• We propose shared L1 caches in GPUs. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper that performs a thorough characterization of shared L1 caches in GPUs and shows that they can
significantly improve the collective L1 hit rates and reduce the
bandwidth pressure to the lower levels of the memory hierarchy.
• We develop GPU-specific optimizations to reduce inter-core
communication overheads. These optimizations are vital for maximizing the benefits of the shared L1 cache organization.
• We develop a GPU-specific lightweight dynamic scheme that
classifies application phases and reconfigures the L1 cache organization (shared or private) based on the phase behavior.
• We extensively evaluate our proposal across 28 GPGPU applications. Our dynamic scheme boosts performance by 22% (up to
52%) and energy efficiency by 49% for the applications that exhibit
high data replication and cache sensitivity without degrading the
performance of the other applications. This is achieved at a modest
area overhead of 0.09 mm2 /core.
• We make a case to employ our dynamic scheme for deeplearning applications to boost their performance by 2.3×.

Figure 1: Performance of the evaluated applications in terms
of L1 miss rate, cache line replication ratio, and IPC improvement under 16× the L1 cache size (normalized to baseline).
The left-hand y-axis represents cache line replication ratio
and raw L1 miss rate.
(e.g., C-BLK) or low replication (e.g., C-RAY), while others have high
replication (e.g., C-BFS).
Identifying Target Applications. The waste due to data replication may not affect all applications. Only the applications that are
sensitive to larger cache space are expected to benefit if the wasted
cache space is reduced/eliminated. Therefore, we study their performance under a 16× larger L1 cache in Figure 1. We observe that 13
applications are both capacity-sensitive and possess high data replication. To identify the subset of the capacity-sensitive applications
that are sensitive to data replication, we study their L1 miss rates.
Applications with low L1 miss rates (e.g., C-NN and S-SpMV) may
not suffer under private L1 caches because the majority of their
requests can be satisfied locally. These applications tend to have
working sets smaller than the baseline L1 cache capacity. In general,
we consider an application to be sensitive to data replication if it
1) has a replication ratio of >10%, 2) has an L1 miss rate of >50%,
and 3) observes a speedup of >5% with 16× capacity.1 Based on
these criteria, we observe that 11 applications are sensitive to data
replication (marked by the blue boxes in Figure 1). These are our
target applications.

2.2

A Case for Shared L1 Caches

One way to eliminate data replication is to enable a shared cache
organization across the local L1 caches. Under a private L1 organization, each core can cache any line. For example, given four different
address ranges represented by different shades in Figure 3a, a private L1 cache can store any cache line from all four address ranges.
However, under a shared L1 organization, the entire address range
is interleaved across all cores and such mapping is fixed. In other
words, each core caches data from a non-overlapping address range.
For example, as shown in Figure 3b, the address range represented
by white can be cached by only L1-0, and the address range represented by black can be cached by only L1-3. Because an exclusive
slice of the address range maps to a single L1, the shared L1 organization ensures no cache line replication across L1s. However, to
fully unlock the potential of the shared L1 organization, the cores
need to communicate to fetch the data that do not belong to their
assigned address ranges.
Sources of Benefits. To understand the scope of potential performance benefits of the shared L1 organization, we set up a hypothetical design where all cores can communicate with each other
1 This

criteria is empirical and is not used by our proposed scheme in Section 4.
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Figure 2: Performance of a hypothetical cache design that eliminates data replication across local L1 caches. Results are normalized to the private L1 baseline. Section 5.1 has the details on the experimental methodology.
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Figure 3: Private and shared cache organizations.
with zero cycle overhead and share their L1 caches ensuring no
data replication. Figure 2 shows performance in terms of IPC and
L1 miss rate for the identified target applications executing on this
hypothetical system, normalized to the private L1 baseline. We observe, in Figure 2a, that such a hypothetical configuration improves
performance by between 14% and 83% across these applications,
and 39% on average. The main reason for such a performance boost
is the significant 79% reduction in the collective L1 miss rate (shown
in Figure 2b) that results in better L1 bandwidth utilization (i.e.,
total collective useful bandwidth received from the L1 hits is higher
than the baseline).2 Consequently, the L2 and memory bandwidth
consumption is reduced, thereby making the L1s more effective at
addressing the memory wall challenge.
Overall, we conclude that the shared L1 organization eliminates
wasted L1 cache capacity and thus can lead to a significant performance improvement for the target applications. Therefore, we
refer to them as shared-friendly applications. Next, we propose a
shared L1 cache design that aims to achieve the performance of this
hypothetical cache design for the shared-friendly applications.

line. Additionally, a typical memory access under a shared cache
organization can be either local or remote. An access is considered
local if the requester core is also the home core. Otherwise, an
access is remote. For example, in Figure 3b, if core L1 − 0 requests a
cache line from the black address range, then it will send a remote
request to the home core L1 − 3.
Selecting the Home Core. To select the home core for a given
cache line, we use core bits. These core bits are selected from the
physical address of a request. The process of selecting these bits is
analogous to selecting the DRAM bank bits based on the physical
address. In the private L1 cache organization, there are no core bits
because the requester is always the home. In a system with N local
L1 caches (each attached to one core) that are organized in a shared
fashion, we use the least significant ⌈loд2 (N )⌉ bits of the tag as core
bits to select the home core for a given cache line. Because the core
count or the cache being organized as private or shared does not
affect the number of tag bits according to this mapping policy, our
system always uses 20 bits as tag.

3.2

Shared L1 Caches Design

Under a shared L1 organization, we define two terms that we use
in this paper: requester and home cores. A requester is a core that
requests a given cache line and the home is the core that can cache
that line. For example, in Figure 3b, the home core of a line that
falls in the black address range is core L1 − 3. If core L1 − 3 requests
that line, then the core is both the requester and the home for that

Figure 4 shows the communication flow in a simple design that
enables the L1 caches to be organized as either private or shared.
Each core is connected to an L1 cache, which has associated Miss
Status Holding Registers (MSHRs) to track pending L1 misses. The
MSHRs are connected to the network-on-chip (NoC) that routes L1
misses to the L2. In the baseline private L1 organization, each core
sends requests to its local L1, and the misses go through its local
MSHR to access the L2 via the NoC.
Handling Read Requests. With a shared L1 organization, a remote read request skips the L1 cache of the requester core because
the data cannot be there. It then also skips the local MSHR A and
goes through the NoC to reach the home core. The home core
queues the received remote request B and consults its local L1
cache arbitrator C , which prioritizes the local cache requests over
remote requests. If there are no local requests, the remote request
accesses the L1 cache of the home core. Otherwise, the local request
is processed D and the remote request remains queued. If the request hits in the home L1 cache, then the L1 queues the read reply
E for injection into the NoC back to the requester. If the request
misses in the home L1 cache, then the home core sends the request
to the L2 cache through the NoC F .3 Once a read reply is received
from the L2 via the NoC, the home core installs the reply in its
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SHARED L1 CACHES: DESIGN, ANALYSIS,
AND OPTIMIZATIONS

In this section, we describe our design that enables both private
and shared L1 organizations, and demonstrate the potential performance of a realistic shared L1 organization.

3.1

Terminology and Address Mapping

and L2+Memory reply bandwidth represent the number of replies received from
L1 and L2+Memory, respectively, over the total execution time.

single MSHR entry is allocated for a unique cache line address at the home’s L1 to
allow coalescing of misses originating from both local and remote read requests.
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Figure 4: Request/Reply flow in a shared L1 organization. The L1 Arbitrator and the In/Out queues, shown in black in (a), are
newly added to support our proposal. Dashed lines represent L1/MSHR bypassing.
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Figure 5: Performance of a realistic shared L1 organization. Results are normalized to the private L1 baseline.

3.3

Performance Analysis and Optimizations

We analyze the impact of shared L1 cache design on the sharedfriendly applications in terms of performance, L1 miss rate, and
the reply network latency as shown in Figure 5. We observe that
although the shared design (denoted as Shared) helps in significantly
reducing the L1 miss rate by 80% (as expected per our discussion in
Section 2.2), it does not translate into performance improvement
over the private L1 baseline. In fact, we observe a performance
degradation of 5%. This is because of the overhead incurred (average
packet latency of the reply traffic increases by 2.2×) due to the
additional communication. Therefore, it is essential to analyze this
overhead and propose optimizations to alleviate it.
Optimization I: Reducing
Wasted NoC Bandwidth.
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requester cores for sharedfriendly applications. łAccess=Nž denotes that N bytes out of 128,
which is the cache line size, are used by the requester. We observe
that many applications do not need the entire cache line data and in
fact need only a quarter of it most of the time. We apply this known
observation [53] in a different context for reducing interconnect
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local L1 and concurrently queues the reply E to be injected to the
requester through the NoC. Finally, the requester core receives and
processes the remote read reply without caching it locally G .
Handling Write Requests. With a shared L1 organization, a remote write request follows the same flow as a remote read request.
However, a remote write request always skips the MSHR of both
the requester and the home. Also, we use write-through and nowrite-allocate policies in the L1 caches (Section 5.1). Therefore, on a
write hit, a given write request modifies the cache line in the home
core. The modified cache line is forwarded to the L2 cache through
the NoC. However, on a write miss, no cache line is allocated at the
home core and the updated data is delivered to the L2 cache. Once
a write ACK is received from the L2, the home core forwards the
write ACK to the requester core via the NoC.
Handling Coherence. With a shared L1 organization, only a single copy of a cache line may exist across L1s. Therefore, there may
not be a need for coherence mechanisms within a single GPU.
Handling Non-L1 Requests All non-L1 (instruction, texture, and
constant cache) misses from the GPU core are not affected by the
shared cache organization. Non-L1 misses are simply forwarded to
the L2 via the NoC as in the private L1 baseline.
Handling Atomic Operations. In the baseline, atomic operations
skip the L1 cache and are handled at L2/MC (memory controller) [6].
Similarly, in our design, atomic operations skip the requester and
home L1 caches and are handled at the unaltered L2/MC.
Communication Fabric. We evaluate shared L1 caches with a
mesh interconnect [5, 23, 30, 49, 70] in Section 3.3 and present a case
study of a crossbar-based system in Section 5.5. Other interconnect
topologies that allow inter-core communication can be used to
unlock the full potential of shared L1 caches, but we leave the study
of such topologies for future work.

Normalized IPC

traffic between cores. Based on this observation, we design the system such that the data reply from the home to the requester only
carries the data requested by the requester, not the entire line. The
key idea is to reduce unnecessary data movement and to also avoid
wasting precious NoC bandwidth. With the help of this optimization (denoted as Shared+Chunk), we observe a significant speedup
of 23% for shared-friendly applications as shown in Figure 5a.
Optimization II: Better Distribution of Requests. The next
optimization (Min(H,L2)) balances the interconnect traffic by selectively routing the L1 requests to either the home L1 or to L2,
whichever is fewer hops away. The key idea is to better utilize
both the home cores’ bandwidth and the L2 bandwidth and cut
down latency by going to the nearest source of data. In Figure 5,
Shared+Chunk+Min(H,L2) shows the effect of applying Min(H,L2)
on top of Shared+Chunk. In this experiment, we apply Optimization I (chunking) on the traffic from either the home core or L2 to
the requester core. We make several key observations. First, with
Shared+Chunk+Min(H,L2), we improve the performance benefits
to 26%. This is because of the better distribution of interconnect
traffic and reduced latency. In Shared+Chunk, all requests go to
home cores, which has the potential to create network hotspots
and limit the achieved bandwidth from the home cores. With
Shared+Chunk+Min(H,L2), there is a better balance between requesters obtaining their data from home cores and L2. Second,
Shared+Chunk+Min(H,L2) does not provide significant L1 hit rate
benefits, compared to Shared+Chunk. Its performance benefit is
mainly because of a more uniform distribution of traffic on the
chip, not due to reduced cache contention at the home caches. Finally, Shared+Chunk+Min(H,L2) reduces the latency overhead to
9%, mainly because of lower hop counts and more uniform traffic
distribution. We conclude that, for shared-friendly applications, our
optimizations can reduce the wasted bandwidth, provide a good
balance between miss rate reduction and network latency, and show
promising performance improvements. For the rest of the paper,
we will refer to Shared+Chunk+Min(H,L2) as Shared++.
Evaluating Non-shared-friendly Applications. So far, we have
proposed an optimized shared L1 organization and validated its
usefulness on the shared-friendly applications. For completeness,
we evaluate Shared++ further on other applications (17) that are
not classified as shared-friendly (denoted as non-shared-friendly
applications). Figure 7 shows the performance of these applications
normalized to the private L1 baseline. Three observations are in
order. First, most of these applications perform as well as the private
L1 baseline and are hence classified as insensitive. These applications are likely to have a high tolerance to the latency overhead
induced by the shared L1 organization. Second, two of these applications (C-Kmeans and P-COVAR) perform better than the private L1
organization. C-Kmeans achieves a 14% performance improvement
because of the Min(H,L2) optimization. C-Kmeans has high sensitivity to cache size and no replication across cores. Thus, by bypassing
the home core and directly going to L2, we effectively increase the
cache capacity (increase the L1 hit rate). As for P-COVAR, its 20%
improvement is because of the work imbalance between the cores
in some kernels under the private L1 baseline. Specifically, some
kernels do not have enough cooperative thread arrays (CTAs) for
all the cores, which leaves the L1 caches of some cores not utilized
in the baseline. However, with Shared++, all the L1 caches serve
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Figure 7: Non-shared-friendly applications under Shared++.
Results are normalized to the private L1 baseline.
the requests based on the required address range. Finally, five applications suffer a drop in performance under the proposed shared
L1 organization (minimum = 12%, maximum = 51%). We observe
that these applications either have high L1 cache locality leading
to low L1 miss rates (< 10%) or low latency tolerance. To make a
strong case for the shared L1 organization, we need a mechanism
that identifies such private-friendly applications and executes them
in a private L1 organization.

4

A DYNAMIC MECHANISM FOR HANDLING
PRIVATE-FRIENDLY APPLICATIONS

In this section, we present a per-core lightweight dynamic scheme
that locally classifies an application at runtime as shared-friendly
or private-friendly and executes the application on a shared or
private L1 organization accordingly. Our dynamic scheme utilizes
a two-step process: a sampling phase followed by an execution
phase. During the sampling phase of a core, it simultaneously collects runtime metrics for both shared and private organizations.
Once the sampling phase of a core ends, it evaluates the locally collected information and chooses the desired L1 organization during
the next execution phase. After concluding an execution phase, a
new sampling phase starts. By repeating this two-step process, our
scheme can adapt to the changing behavior of the application.

4.1

Sampling Methodology

In this section, we discuss the details of the sampling mechanism
and the per-core collected information as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Sampling phase of the dynamic scheme.

Concurrent Evaluation of Private and Shared L1 Organization. Our scheme concurrently evaluates both a shared and a private L1 organization using the local L1 cache during the sampling
phase. We accomplish such simultaneous evaluation by treating
half of the L1 cache sets as shared and the other half as private. We
assign the even sets and the odd sets to be treated as private and
shared, respectively A . We interleave the set indexing between private and shared at a fine granularity to decrease the bias of requests
focusing on a subset of the cache sets. Note that this approach is
not a dynamic cache partitioning scheme, thus we do not have the
associated overheads [57]. We do not change the indexing of the
cache as the set bits are the same. We use the least significant bit
(LSB) of the set bits to determine if the required set is even (to be
treated as private) or odd (to be treated as shared) B .
Sampling Phase. During the sampling phase, we use counters
to gather information that is crucial for classifying the running
application C . For example, we count the number of accesses and
misses to the local L1 cache to estimate the L1 miss rate at the end
of the sampling phase. Because we evaluate both shared and private
cache organizations concurrently, we use two groups of counters
for each option, and only the corresponding counters are updated
based on the LSB of the set bits. For example, if a core receives a
read reply from L2 to install in an odd set, then the replies from L2
counter for the sets that are treated as shared is incremented D . The
sampling phase continues until both the shared and private groups
each process at least R S local L1 accesses (R S = 512 requests) E ,
where a local L1 access occurs when a core generates a request that
is destined to its local L1 cache (i.e., requester = home). This makes
the time interval for the sampling phase variable. Also, this ensures
that each group observes enough requests to have a fair evaluation
between the two options.
Execution Phase. Once the sampling phase ends, the counters
from each group are used to evaluate which cache organization
to use F . The evaluation is based on the metrics discussed in Section 4.2. After evaluation, the execution phase starts under the
desired L1 organization. The next sampling phase starts after processing R Ex local L1 accesses (R EX = 16384 requests).4
Selecting the Home Core. Due to the self-paced nature of our
dynamic scheme, a given core may be in either sampling or execution phase. Additionally, a core locally chooses the preferred L1
organization. Nevertheless, as discussed in Section 3.1, a core under
a shared L1 organization (during sampling or execution) still uses
the core bits to determine the home core, even if the home core is
under private L1 organization or in a sampling phase.
Handling Coherence. The coherence protocol utilized in the private L1 baseline is used in our dynamic mechanism. Specifically,
both the private L1 baseline and our dynamic scheme employ
flushing-based software coherence [2, 47, 48, 52, 60, 63, 69].5 This
is ensured by the usage of 1) a write-through L1 cache that is invalidated and flushed at every kernel boundary or at synchronization
points, and 2) a shared L2 cache that is inherently coherent. Such
system-wide flushing of the L1 caches does not differentiate between a core that is under execution phase (private or shared) or
4R

S and R Ex values are empirically chosen based on the insight to have longer
execution phases to minimize any sampling overheads.
5 If a hardware-based coherence protocol is used, the directory at L2 will correctly keep
track of the list of sharer cores and the invalidations will only be sent to the sharers.

sampling phase. In other words, all L1 caches in the system will
be invalidated and flushed indiscriminately at kernel boundary or
synchronization points to ensure coherence.
Handling Private-to-Shared Transition. In case shared L1 organization is desired for the execution phase, then some leftover
cache lines may exist in the cache. A leftover line is a cache line
that was cached during sampling in the sets treated as private but
does not belong to the assigned address range of the core. However,
if a leftover line is requested, then the core will skip its local L1
cache (as requester , home) and forward the request to the home
core. Thus, these leftovers lines are not utilized by the requester
core during the execution phase. Additionally, a request destined to
a cache set storing a leftover line will always lead to a tag mismatch
with the leftover line as the core bits are different. We employ a
lazy invalidation scheme instead of migrating the leftover lines or
flushing the L1 cache because of its simplicity. However, the cache
replacement policy may be updated to consider the leftover lines for
victim-selection. These lines can be identified by using either the
core bits or by setting an extra 1-bit per cache line during sampling.
Such a policy should replace the leftover lines sooner leading to
better cache utilization.

4.2

Sampled Metrics

In this section, we assess the effectiveness of two possible metrics
that can be used in classifying an application to be either sharedfriendly or private-friendly. A good metric should clearly distinguish between shared-friendly and private-friendly applications
with minimum overhead in terms of the sampled information.
Metric I: Average Memory Access Time (AMAT ) is a wellknown metric used to analyze memory system performance in
the CPU domain. AMAT is a good candidate for evaluation as it
covers the cache capacity aspect (via the miss rate) and reports the
average overall latency. For our scheme, AMAT is defined as:
L
× L1Local MissRat e
L+R
R
× AMATH ome )
× L2Access Lat ency ) + (
L+R

AMAT = L1H it Lat ency + (

AMATH ome = Home Access Lat ency
+ (L1Remot e MissRat e × L2Access Lat ency )

(1)

(2)

where L is the number of a core’s own local L1 accesses, and R is the
number of a core’s own remote L1 accesses. L/(L + R) represents a
fraction of the given core’s own requests that belong to its assigned
address range. Similarly, R/(L +R) represents a fraction of the core’s
own requests that do not belong to its assigned address range.
At the end of the sampling phase, we evaluate AMAT for both
shared and private L1 organizations and choose the option with the
lower AMAT. Figure 9a shows the effectiveness of AMAT to choose
between shared and private L1 organization using four non-sharedfriendly applications (one insensitive and three private-friendly)
and four shared-friendly applications. We observe that for the nonshared-friendly applications, AMAT (DynAMAT ) performs as well
as the baseline by clearly identifying the insensitive and privatefriendly applications. It also performs better than Shared++ for
C-TRA, C-NN, and S-SpMV. However, DynAMAT performs poorly
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Figure 9: Effect of different metrics on the dynamic scheme.
with the shared-friendly applications, losing the performance benefits gained by using the shared L1 organization. This is because
AMAT is oblivious to latency tolerance in GPUs. Thus, even with
the latency overhead imposed by the shared L1 organization to access remote home cores, GPUs may be able to hide such an increase
in latency due to their huge parallelism. This makes a case for using
another metric.
Metric II: Effective Bandwidth (EB) is defined as the ratio of
bandwidth to miss rate and is calculated based on the level of
memory hierarchy under consideration. At a given core, EB is
computed as BW /CMR, where CMR = L1MissRat e × L2MissRat e .
EB is a good candidate for the following reasons. First, Wang et
al. [67] showed that IPC ∝ EB. Thus by optimizing for a higher
EB, we aim for a higher IPC as well. Second, EB is sensitive to
the change in the L1 effective capacity as it has an L1 miss rate
aspect. Third, EB accounts for latency tolerance in GPUs as well by
considering bandwidth. In other words, even if some requests end
up incurring high latency, more requests may be processed within
the same time interval, increasing the overall received bandwidth.
Finally, using EB, we can distinguish the performance impact of
requests being cached using a shared or a private organization.
However, doing so by using a direct performance metric (e.g., IPC)
would be difficult because our scheme deals with requests, not
instructions. Furthermore, performance metrics might vary due to
reasons other than L1 performance (e.g., bandwidth obtained from
software-managed caches [25]), which can lead to an inaccurate
classification of applications during runtime. In our scheme, our
proxy EB is defined as:
EB =

L2Replies

DynEB in Figure 9b. DynEB+L1MRpr performs as well as the private L1 organization for the non-shared-friendly applications while
maintaining the IPC improvement for the shared-friendly applications. We also updated the AMAT-based metric with the L1 miss
rate optimization and, as shown in Figure 9a, DynAMAT+L1MRpr
is still not effective with the shared-friendly applications.

Hardware Overhead

As discussed in Section 3.2 and Section 4.1, our optimized shared L1
organization and DynEB do not change the L1 caches or the NoC.
We only update the request handling architecture to manage the
remote accesses. We synthesized the RTL design of the hardware
required for our optimized shared L1 organization using the 65nm
TSMC libraries in the Synopsys Design Compiler and estimated
the area overhead to be 0.085 mm2 per core. DynEB leads to an
additional area overhead of 0.005 mm2 per core.

5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we first describe our experimental setup and then
evaluate our proposed solutions.

5.1

Experimental Setup

Our baseline architecture assumes a generic GPU, consisting of multiple cores (also called Compute Units, or CUs) that have private
local L1 caches. These caches are connected to multiple addresssliced L2 cache banks via a NoC. We use two separate networks:
request and reply networks to avoid protocol deadlocks [6]. We
faithfully model our shared L1 cache organization, inter-core communication, and other mechanisms using a cycle-level simulator ś
GPGPU-Sim v.3 [6]. A detailed platform configuration is described
in Table 1. We evaluate 28 benchmarks from four suites (CUDA-SDK
(C) [46], Rodinia (R) [10], SHOC (S) [13], and PolyBench (P) [50]).
Table 1: Configuration parameters of the simulated GPU.
Core Features
Resources / Core
L1 Caches / Core

+ Home Replies

(3)

L1MissRat e
where L2Replies and Home Replies are the number of read/write
replies from L2 and home core(s), respectively.
At the end of the sampling phase, we evaluate EB for both shared
and private L1 organizations and choose the option with higher
EB. Figure 9b shows the effectiveness of EB in choosing between
shared and private L1 organizations. We observe that EB (DynEB)
achieves the performance improvement of a shared L1 organization
for the shared-friendly applications. As for the non-shared-friendly
applications, EB performs as well as private for C-BLK and C-TRA.
However, for C-NN and S-SpMV, EB falls behind the private L1 organization by up to 33%. To remedy that, we utilize our observation
(Section 3.3) that such applications have significantly low L1 miss
rates (< 10%) and low latency tolerance.
Optimization. We augment our DynEB by checking if the sets
treated as private have an L1 miss rate lower than L1MRT hr eshold
(= 10% in our evaluation). DynEB+L1MRpr denotes the updated

L2 Cache

Memory Model

Interconnect

5.2

1400MHz core clock, 28 cores (CUs), SIMD width = 32 (16 × 2)
48KB scratchpad, 32KB register file, Max.
1536 workitems (48 wavefronts, 32 workitems/wavefront)
16KB 4-way Write-through L1 data cache - Latency = 28 cycles [31]
12KB 24-way texture cache, 8KB 2-way constant cache,
2KB 4-way I-cache, 128B cache block size
8-way 128 KB/memory channel (1MB in total)
128B cache block size - Latency = 120 cycles
8 GDDR5 Memory Controllers (MCs)
FR-FCFS scheduling, 16 DRAM-banks, 4 bank-groups/MC,
924 MHz memory clock, Global linear address space is
interleaved among partitions in chunks of 256 bytes [17]
Hynix GDDR5 Timing [22]
6 × 6 mesh topology, 700MHz interconnect clock,
32B flit size, 4 VCs per port, 4 flits/VC,
iSLIP VC and switch allocators

Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate and compare the following against a
private L1 organization baseline:
• Shared++: Our shared L1 organization augmented with the
optimizations in Section 3.3.
• DynEB: Our EB-based dynamic scheme, augmented with the
L1MRpr optimization (Section 4.2), to classify applications either as
shared-friendly or private-friendly.

All

Figure 10: The effect of the proposed solutions on IPC. Results are normalized to the private L1 baseline.
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Effect on L1 Miss Rate. Figure 13 shows how effective our solutions are for decreasing L1 miss rate. The results are normalized to the private L1 baseline. We observe the following. First,
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Figure 13: The effect of the proposed solutions on L1 miss
rate. Results are normalized to the private L1 baseline.
Shared++ leads to lower L1 miss rates compared to the private L1
organization because of the extra effective capacity achieved using a
shared L1 organization. Specifically, with Shared++, the L1 miss rate
drops by 77% and 88% for shared-friendly and private-friendly applications, respectively. As for the insensitive non-shared-friendly
applications (not shown due to lack of space), Shared++ reduces
the L1 miss rate by only 13% as these applications possess low
data replication (Figure 1). Second, for shared-friendly applications, DynEB decreases the L1 miss rate by 57% compared to a
private L1 organization. This is because DynEB aims to adapt to
the shared-friendly nature of these applications and executes them
under a shared L1 organization. However, DynEB causes a 88%
increase in the L1 miss rate compared to Shared++ because it runs
half the cache sets as private during sampling. Additionally, some
cores may end up running under a private L1 organization during some execution phases, which may lead to replication across
cores, and thus less effective capacity and higher L1 miss rate.
Specifically, Figure 12 quantifies
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5
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Figure 12: The effect of
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compared to Private but more
on number of replicas.
compared to Shared++ (1.4 replicas on average). This result conforms with the L1 miss rate increase under DynEB compared to Shared++. Finally, for the privatefriendly applications, DynEB achieves an L1 miss rate similar to
the private L1 baseline, as shown in Figure 13. These applications
prefer a private L1 organization due to their high L1 hit rate and
latency sensitivities, and DynEB runs them under their preferred
organization.
Effect on Energy. The shared L1 organization introduces intercore traffic. However, the chunking optimization (Section 3.3) reduces such overheads by only sending the data requested by the
requester, not the entire line. Moreover, our proposed schemes
reduce L2 and off-chip memory traffic. Using flit and hop counts
as well as L2 and memory access counters, we use DSENT [61]
and GPUWattch [39] to estimate energy consumption. Overall, the
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• Best(Private,Shared++): This configuration statically captures the best of both private and shared L1 organizations by picking
the organization that achieves higher IPC.
Effect on Performance. Figure 10 shows the IPC performance
of our proposed solutions normalized to the private L1 baseline.
We observe the following. First, DynEB exploits the benefits of
the shared L1 organization for shared-friendly applications. Specifically, DynEB enhances IPC by 22% on average over the private
baseline and is within 3% of Best(Private,Shared++) for the sharedfriendly applications. This is because DynEB significantly reduces
data replication, thus it increases the effective L1 cache capacity.
Second, DynEB compensates for the IPC loss of the private-friendly
applications under Shared++. As discussed in Section 3.3, these applications have a significantly low L1 miss rate and high sensitivity
to latency. Thus, their performance suffers because, with Shared++,
even a cache hit may have to go through the NoC. DynEB identifies
these applications and prefers a private L1 organization for them.
Finally, for the insensitive non-shared-friendly applications (not
shown due to lack of space), DynEB improves performance by 1%,
2%, and 4% over Best(Private,Shared++), Shared++, and private L1
baseline, respectively. This is because DynEB enables each core to
adapt to the changing behavior of the executing application and
obtain the advantages of both shared and private L1 organizations
during different phases of execution.

the baseline L1 cache size (Table 1) against a private L1 organization with double the L1 cache size, denoted as Private(2x). We
observe that Shared++ and DynEB improves IPC over Private(2x)
by 8% and 4%, respectively. This shows that by enabling a shared
L1 organization, we can perform better compared to a system with
double the L1 cache resources without the extra cost/overhead of
increasing the L1 cache size (84% cache area overhead).6
Effect of L2 Cache Size. We evaluate a boosted private L1 baseline
with double the L2 cache size. We observe almost no performance
improvement for the shared-friendly applications compared to the
baseline. This is because performance is limited by the L2 reply
bandwidth bottleneck [49, 73, 74]. Such a bottleneck is relieved
with Shared++ and DynEB as the shared L1 organization utilizes
the remote cores as an additional source of bandwidth.
Effect of L1 Access Latency. In our baseline and proposed
schemes, we assume 28 cycles access latency for the L1 caches.
Figure 15a shows average performance with DynEB under different
L1 access latency, ranging from 8 to 64 cycles, each normalized to
its respective private L1 baseline. We observe that DynEB achieves
17% performance improvement for the shared-friendly applications
even under an L1 access latency of 8 cycles while maintaining the
performance of the non-shared-friendly applications.
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total power under DynEB is similar to baseline, with <1% reduction
averaged across all evaluated applications. Given the improvement
in the overall throughput and execution time, the average energy
savings under DynEB is 9% compared to the baseline. Therefore,
DynEB improves performance-per-watt by 9% and the energy efficiency (performance-per-energy) by 20%, on average across all
evaluated applications. For the shared-friendly applications, DynEB
maintains the total power consumption (similar to baseline) and
saves energy by 18%. Therefore, DynEB enhances performance-perwatt and energy efficiency for the shared-friendly applications by
22% and 49%, respectively.
Effect on Latency. Our private L1 baseline and proposed solutions
assume a local L1 access latency of 28 cycles. The shared L1 cache
organization imposes a latency overhead of 54 cycles, on average,
for the communication between the requester and the home cores.
Such inter-core communication overhead is insignificant compared
to the 247 cycles, on average, to communicate with L2 in the baseline.
Also, such latency overhead does not negatively affect the evaluated
applications because of their latency-tolerant nature.
Adaptability of DynEB. The performance results so far show the
versatility of DynEB. This is because DynEB utilizes a repeated twostep process of sampling and execution. Thus, DynEB adapts to the
changing characteristics of a given application’s execution. Also,
DynEB is local per core. Hence, each core independently monitors
application needs and decides the desirable mode of execution. To
visualize this adaptive nature, Figure 14 shows how DynEB changes
the execution mode under C-BFS and C-NN for a representative
core. For both applications, DynEB identifies the desirable mode of
execution and sticks to it for almost the entire execution.
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Figure 14: Execution timeline under DynEB for (a) C-BFS and
(b) C-NN. S refers to a sampling phase. Ex-Sh and Ex-Pr refer
to an execution under Shared++ and Private, respectively.
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Effect of L1 Cache Size. We evaluate the effect of doubling the L1
cache size per core on the performance of our schemes. We observe
that Shared++ and DynEB achieve around 11% improvement for
the shared-friendly applications while maintaining the private performance of the non-shared-friendly applications, over a private
baseline with 2× L1 cache size. The lower scope of the improvement
is because the working set of some shared-friendly applications
can now fit in the larger L1 cache. Additionally, some of these applications are latency-sensitive, making a shared L1 organization
less desirable for them under 2× L1 cache size. We also compare
Shared++ and DynEB, for the shared-friendly applications, under

Effect of Core Count. We study the scalability of Shared++ and
DynEB using 8 × 8 mesh and 10 × 10 mesh NoCs under two different
configurations. Figure 15b shows performance of both Shared++
and DynEB normalized to their respective private L1 organization
baseline. The notation in the figure is (number of cores, number of
memory partitions). We observe that IPC follows a similar trend to
what we observed using the baseline (28,8) 6 × 6 mesh. Specifically,
with DynEB, we gain significant IPC improvement for the sharedfriendly applications and maintain the private performance for
the non-shared-friendly applications. For example, for an (84,16)
system, DynEB improves IPC by 33% and 4%, on average, for the
shared-friendly and non-shared-friendly applications, respectively.
We observe higher IPC improvement under increased core count
because the overall L1 capacity increases with more cores, thus
the available collective L1 bandwidth increases under shared L1
organization. Also, with more cores, the home camping effect is
reduced. Home camping, which is similar to partition camping [1],
is caused by memory accesses that are skewed towards a subset
of the home cores, which may degrade the performance. Thus, by
increasing the core count, each core is assigned a smaller slice of
6 The

cache area overhead is estimated using CACTI 6.5 [44].
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Figure 16: Analyzing deep-learning applications in terms of
L1 miss rate, cache line replication ratio, and performance
improvement under DynEB.

5.5

Case Study: Crossbar-based Shared L1
Cache Design

In this section, we evaluate the shared L1 organization under a
crossbar NoC. A conventional crossbar connecting cores on one
side of the crossbar to L2 slices on the other does not support intercore communication. Therefore, in this case study, we investigate
enabling such communication via the L2 slices. Then, we propose
using work distribution crossbar [16, 18], which is already utilized
in the graphics (rendering) pipeline, to forward inter-core traffic.
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In this section, we briefly characterize three popular deep-learning
workloads from Tango benchmark suite [28], namely AlexNet (AN),
ResNet (RN), and SqueezeNet (SN). Additionally, we evaluate their
performance under DynEB assuming a big 76-core system with
24 memory partitions (using 10 × 10 mesh) to mimic recent GPUs
oriented to processing deep-learning applications. Figure 16a characterizes the evaluated applications in terms of L1 miss rate and
cache line replication ratio (Section 2). We observe high replication
ratio (up to 98% for SN) and high L1 miss rate (up to 98% for SN) in
the evaluated applications, making them perfect candidates for our
proposed schemes. Reducing this significant replication across the
L1s enables more data to be cached on-chip, which boosts the L1
hit rate, on-chip bandwidth, and overall performance, as shown in
Figure 16b. Specifically, on average, DynEB reduces the L1 miss rate
by 79% for these applications, thus improving their performance
by up to 3.9× and by 2.3× on average.

Inter-core Communication via L2 Slices. We update the
L2 slices to simply receive a remote request/reply from a requester/home core and forward it back to the target home/requester
core. We observe that using L2 to forward the inter-core traffic reduces performance by 23% compared to the private L1 organization.
This is due to the contention between L2 replies and forwarded
remote traffic, thereby significantly delaying the remote traffic and
thus losing performance.
Inter-core Communication via Work Distribution Crossbar.
We propose to utilize the work distribution crossbar [16, 18], which
already exists and is used by the graphics pipeline, to handle intercore traffic instead of using the L2 slices. The work distribution
crossbar is a scalable multistage butterfly NoC that supports 1)
the distribution of triangle and fragment work necessary for load
balancing and 2) the synchronization communication necessary for
ordering in the graphics pipeline [16]. Therefore, the work distribution crossbar inherently enables inter-core communication. A multistage butterfly (k-ary n-fly) supports a system with up to k n nodes
organized in n stages, where each stage has k n−1 switches with a
radix k (i.e., k × k crossbar switch). For our 36-node baseline system
(28 cores and 8 memory partitions), we assume a 6-ary 2-fly butterfly
NoC. Figure 17a shows performance of Shared+Chunk (Section 3.3)
and DynEB (Section 4.2) under the work distribution crossbar. We
observe the following. First, Shared+Chunk and DynEB improve
performance of the shared-friendly applications, on average, by
76% and 65%, respectively. Second, for the non-shared-friendly applications (denoted as NS in Figure 17a), Shared+Chunk incurs
a 5% performance drop, on average. However, DynEB maintains
these applications’ private performance and offers a 2% performance improvement, on average. This is because DynEB obtains
the advantages of both shared and private L1 organizations per
each application needs.
Normalized IPC

the address range which should likely lead to a uniform traffic
distribution among the home cores and hence scales performance.
Effect of Additional Memory Partitions. Figure 15b shows the
effect of increasing the memory partitions count (this increases
total L2 capacity, L2 bandwidth, and memory bandwidth). For an
8 × 8 mesh, we study systems with 8 and 16 memory partitions. For
a 10 × 10 mesh, we study systems with 16 and 32 memory partitions.
We observe that for the systems with a smaller number of memory
partitions, our schemes achieve performance boost at least as good
as the systems with a greater number of memory partitions. This is
because our schemes are more beneficial with more cores.
Effect of Core to Memory Partition Ratio. Figure 15b shows
that our schemes can boost IPC for the shared-friendly applications under varying core-to-memory partition ratio. Even in a large
(68,32) system, DynEB achieves 21% IPC improvement over the
baseline (68,32) 10 × 10 mesh.
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Figure 17: Performance of the shared L1 organization in
terms of IPC under a crossbar-based system. NS refers to
non-shared-friendly applications. Results are normalized to
a crossbar-based system with private L1 organization.
Overall, Shared+Chunk and DynEB improve performance of
all evaluated applications (denoted as All in Figure 17a) by 18%
and 23%, respectively. To demonstrate that, Figure 17b summarizes
the effect of the shared L1 organization (Shared), the proposed
chunking optimization (Shared+Chunk), and the dynamic scheme
(DynEB) on the evaluated applications sorted ascendingly. Similar
to the mesh-based system, Shared and Shared+Chunk can provide
performance benefits for the shared-friendly applications, but they
fail to push the tail of the S-curve towards the private L1 baseline

Normalized IPC

due to the private-friendly applications. On the other hand, DynEB
recovers the lost performance of the private-friendly applications,
while improving the shared-friendly applications.
Scalability. We study the scalability of Shared+Chunk and
2.5
2
DynEB for a 64-node system un1.5
der two different configurations.
1
Shared+Chunk
0.5
Specifically, we evaluate a 48DynEB
0
core system with 16 memory
(56,8) (48,16) (56,8) (48,16)
partitions and a 56-core system
Non-sharedSharedfriendly
friendly
with 8 memory partitions. For
both configurations, we assume
Figure 18: Crossbara 4-ary 3-fly butterfly NoC. Figbased system scalability.
ure 18 shows performance of
both Shared+Chunk and DynEB normalized to their respective private L1 baseline. The notation in the figure is (number of cores, number of memory partitions). We observe a similar trend to what we
observed with the 36-node system. In particular, Shared+Chunk significantly boosts performance of shared-friendly applications while
falling short for non-shared-friendly applications. On the other
hand, DynEB matches the performance boost of the Shared+Chunk
for shared-friendly applications and maintains the private performance for non-shared-friendly applications. Additionally, similar
to our observation in Section 5.3, performance improvement under
the 56-core system is higher compared to the 48-core system. This
is because our proposed shared L1 organization benefits more in
the presence of more L1 caches.
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RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, this is the first work to make a case for using
shared L1 caches in GPUs. In this section, we briefly discuss works
that are most relevant to this study.
Intra-core Locality in GPUs. There is a large body of work that
focuses on exploiting the locality that exists within a private local
L1 cache in GPUs [27, 29, 42, 54, 55, 58]. In this work, we specifically
focus on the locality that exists across L1 caches. Multiple prior
CTA schedulers [3, 38, 62] have used different heuristics to exploit
the locality across CTAs. However, they are not ideal [26, 40, 66],
and the fundamental problem of cache line replication across private L1 caches remains. While the goal of these schedulers is to
improve cache performance, our approach 1) is not dependent on
any scheduling algorithm, 2) does not require any software support
to determine private and shared data, and 3) does not only reduce
replication but can eliminate it. In general, prior L1 cache capacity
management works based on bypassing [34, 62], sectoring [53],
or compression [4] do not ensure zero data replication across L1s.
However, they can continue to improve the performance of local L1
caches while our shared L1 organization can facilitate coordination
across L1s for their better utilization.
Inter-core Locality in GPUs. Prior works proposed mechanisms
to exploit inter-core locality in GPUs by allowing communication between multiple L1s via connecting L1s through a ring network [15], using the L2 cache to forward inter-core traffic [74], or
coherence-like mechanisms [64]. Recently, Ibrahim et al. [23] aimed
to further optimize inter-core communication using data sharing
prediction and parallel probing/searching schemes. Although these

works identified and exploited inter-core locality via inter-core communication, they do not provide a way to reduce or eliminate data
replication across L1 caches as we do. Our shared L1 organization
utilizes inter-core communication to eliminate the L1 cache wastage
without the need for searching or prediction. Zhao et al.[73] boost
performance of applications with high degrees of data sharing between cores by replicating the shared cache lines across different L2
slices. This is complementary to our work as ours improves the L1
bandwidth utilization while their work improves the L2 bandwidth.
Replication Control in CPUs. Many works have investigated
the trade-offs between shared and private caches in the context
of CPUs. These works use a flavor of replication control [7, 11,
21, 35, 43, 65, 71], cooperative capacity management mechanisms
across cores [9, 14, 20, 36, 51, 56], hybridized shared/private designs [37, 72], OS-level techniques [12, 19], or focus on different
architectures/components [8, 59]. Our work differs from those in
multiple aspects. First, most of the replication management works
in the CPU context consider latency as an important metric for
controlling replication. We show that using a latency metric (i.e.,
AMAT) performs poorly in GPUs as it does not consider the latencytolerance property of applications. Therefore, we investigate a GPUoriented metric (i.e., EB) to gauge an application’s affinity towards
a private or shared L1 organization. Second, all works in the CPU
context investigate the aforementioned approaches for the lastlevel caches as L1 caches always aim to reduce latency. Due to
the latency-tolerant and throughput-oriented behavior of GPUs,
optimizing for hit rate (and hence bandwidth) is usually more important than optimizing for latency, so we consider using a shared
cache organization for L1 caches. Finally, our mechanism is entirely
locally managed, and no coordinated mechanisms are needed to
make a decision.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we show that using a shared L1 cache organization
in GPUs is attractive in terms of performance for many applications. We also address the challenges related to applications that
lose performance from such an organization with low-overhead
communication optimization techniques and a lightweight dynamic
mechanism that gauges an application’s affinity towards a private
or shared L1 organization and configures the L1 caches accordingly.
We show that our techniques can boost performance and can be
even more beneficial for future large GPUs with many cores. We
hope that this work will open up new research directions in sharing
other resources in the GPU (e.g., software-managed caches).
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